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Abstract—Cluster storage systems are essential building blocks
for many high-end computing infrastructures. Although energy con-
servation techniques have been intensively studied in the context
of clusters and disk arrays, improving energy efficiency of cluster
storage systems remains an open issue. To address this problem,
we describe in this paper an approach to implementing an energy-
efficient cluster storage system or ECOS for short. ECOS relies on
the architecture of cluster storage systems in which each I/O node
manages multiple disks - one buffer disk and several data disks. Given
an I/O node, the key idea behind ECOS is to redirect disk requests
from data disks to the buffer disk. To balance I/O load among I/O
nodes, ECOS might redirect requests from one I/O node into the
others. Redirecting requests is a driving force of energy saving, and
the reason is two-fold. First, ECOS makes an effort to keep buffer
disks active while placing data disks into standby in a long time
period to conserve energy. Second, ECOS reduces the number of disk
spin downs/ups in I/O nodes. The idea of ECOS was implemented in
a Linux cluster, where each I/O node contains one buffer disk and
two data disks. Experimental results show that ECOS improves the
energy efficiency of traditional cluster storage systems where buffer
disks are not employed. Adding one extra buffer disk into each I/O
node seemingly has negative impact on energy saving. Interestingly,
our results indicate that ECOS equipped with extra buffer disks is
more energy efficient than the same cluster storage system without the
buffer disks. The implication of the experiments is that using existing
data disks in I/O nodes to perform as buffer disks can achieve even
higher energy efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cluster storage systems - essential building blocks in many

high-performance computers - have been widely adopted

to support data-intensive applications running on high-

performance computing platforms. Optimizing energy con-

sumption in cluster storage systems has strong impacts on

the cost of backup power-generation and cooling equipment

in cost-effective cluster computing infrastructures. We were

motivated to address the energy saving issues in cluster storage

systems, because a significant fraction of the operation cost

of data centers is due to energy consumption in storage

systems. For example, the average power consumption of

TOP 10 supercomputing systems is 1.32 Mwatt, in which

a large portion is contributed by storage systems [3]. Dell

Texas Data Center reported that 37 percent of the energy

consumed by supercomputers is cost by storage systems [2].

In addition to emerging high-performance disk drives with

high power needs, increasing storage requirements imposed

by data-intensive applications make it desirable to design

energy-efficient cluster storage systems. Several novel tech-

niques proposed to conserve energy in storage systems include

dynamic power management schemes [7] [17], power-aware

cache management strategies [31], power-aware prefetching

schemes [24], software-directed power management tech-

niques [25], redundancy techniques [22], and multi-speed

settings [10] [11] [15]. A few innovative techniques have

been developed to substantially reduce energy dissipation in

traditional server clusters [21] [13] [5] [4] [8] [9]. However,

the research on the improvement of energy efficiency in cluster

storage systems is still in its infancy. It is imperative to develop

new cluster storage systems that can exhibit high energy

efficiency and I/O performance for high-end data-intensive

computing.

In this paper, we detail an approach to implementing

an energy-efficient cluster storage system called ECOS. To

achieve high aggregate I/O bandwidth under heavey work-

loads, we design a cluster storage system where each I/O node

embraces multiple disks - one buffer disk and several data

disks. The basic idea behind ECOS is to redirect disk requests

from data disks to buffer disks within I/O nodes. Redirecting

requests to buffer disks is a driving force of energy saving,

because I/O load is skewed toward buffer disks so that data

disks can be placed into standby in a long time period to

conserve energy. Spinning down/up disks inevitably introduce

extra energy overhead. As such, adding a buffer disk in each

I/O node aims to reduce the number of disk spin downs/ups. To

balance I/O load among I/O nodes, ECOS attempts to redirect

disk requests from a heavily loaded I/O node into other I/O

nodes with light load.

One of our recent studies was focused on an algorithm -

DARAW - handling writes in parallel storage systems with

buffer disk [23]. Having been extended to deal with writes in

the context of cluster storage systems, the DARAW algorithm

was implemented as a core component in the ECOS system.

When it comes to large write requests (e.g., larger than

500MB), data should be be issued directly to data disks. In

contrast, small write requests have to be sent to an active buffer

disk. Once the data of a write request is transferred to buffer or

data disks, an acknowledgement is returned to an application

that issued the request.

When a buffer disk in an I/O node is overloaded, then

the corresponding data disks within the I/O node need to be

spinned up to balance I/O accesses. The challenging issue in

this component of the research is to determine the optimal

number of standby data disks to be activated in respond to high

I/O traffic. The goal is to spin up as few data disks as possible,
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keeping the utilization of each disk below 100 percent.

MAID [6], PDC [20] [28], and BUD [23] [18] - four

existing energy-efficient parallel disk systems - are conducive

to achieving high energy efficiency with a small fraction of

I/O delays. Our ECOS system is fundamentally different from

these parallel storage systems, because ECOS is a cluster stor-

age system with loosely-coupled parallel disks cross multiple

I/O nodes whereas the other four systems contain tightly-

coupled parallel disks (e.g., disk arrays).

Compared with other disk energy conservation techniques,

the ECOS cluster storage system has the following three

unique features.

• First of all, it has no need to modify data-intensive

applications when they are ported from traditional cluster

storage systems to ECOS.

• Second, it is not necessary to add extra hardware such as

flash drives into cluster storage systems.

• Third, ECOS maintains an acceptable level of I/O perfor-

mance by the virtue of parallel buffer disks across multiple

I/O nodes.

A prototype of ECOS was implemented in a Linux cluster,

where each I/O node contains one buffer disk and two data

disks. The power manager in ECOS relies on a system call

in the Linux kernel to spin down and spin up disk drives.

Experimental results show that ECOS improves the energy

efficiency of traditional cluster storage systems without using

buffer disks. Adding one extra buffer disk into each I/O node

seemingly has negative impact on energy saving. Interestingly,

our results indicate that ECOS equipped with extra buffer disks

is more energy efficient than the same cluster storage system

without the buffer disks. The implication of the experiments

is that using existing data disks in I/O nodes to perform as

buffer disks can achieve even higher energy efficiency.

In summary, the main contributions of this study are:

• We designed an energy-efficient disk architecture to

reduce energy dissipation in cluster storage disk systems;

• We developed a disk power model for cluster storage

systems; and

• We implemented an energy-efficient cluster storage sys-

tem that consists of modules like disk request processing, data

movement, data replacement, and power management for I/O

nodes.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section

II describes related work. After the presentation of an energy-

efficient architecture for cluster storage systems, Section III

details our evaluation methodology and a testbed used to

implement ECOS. Section IV presents experimental results.

Finally, Section V concludes this paper with future research

directions.

II. RELATED WORK

An array of techniques were developed to save energy in

disk storage systems. Energy consumption of single disks

can be reduced at either I/O level (e.g., dynamic power

management [7] [17] and multi-speed disks [10] [11] [15])

or operating system level (e.g., power-aware cache manage-

ment strategies [31], power-aware prefetching schemes [24]).

Apart from energy-saving techniques at the levels of I/O and

operating systems, energy efficiency can be optimized at the

application level [25] [29]. For example, Weiel et al. developed

an I/O semantics called Cooperative I/O for energy-aware

applications. The design of our ECOS is orthogonal to the

aforementioned schemes. therefore, incorporating these tech-

niques in ECOS can ultimately improve the energy efficiency

of cluster storage systems.

Buffer management has been widely used to boost per-

formance of parallel disk systems [1] [27]. Previous studies

showed that data buffers significantly reduce the number of

disk accesses in parallel disk systems [30]. More importantly,

it is observed from the previous studies that traffic of small

reads and writes becomes a performance bottleneck of disk

systems, especially when RAM sizes for data buffers are

increased rapidly [30]. It is expected that small disk requests

dominate energy dissipation in cluster storage systems sup-

porting data-intensive applications like remote-sensing appli-

cations and on-line transaction processing systems [16] [26].

Our approach differs itself from the traditional buffer man-

agement schemes in the sense that the goal of ECOS is to

leverage buffer disks to reduce energy dissipation in cluster

storage systems.

Colarelli and Grunwald proposed the Massive Array of Idle

Disks (MAID) as a replacement for old tape backup archives

with hundreds or even thousands of tapes [6]. It is observed

that only a small part of the archive would be active at a

time, the idea behind MAID is to copy the required data

to a set of cache disks while placing all the other disks in

the standby mode to conserve energy. I/O accesses to the

archive may retrieve data from the cache disks rather than from

standby disks. Pinheiro and Bianchini designed a Popular Data

Concentration (PDC) scheme to reduce energy consumption

in a network server by skewing I/O load toward a few of all

the disks in the server [20]. The design of PDC is based on

an observation that network server workloads in many cases

exhibit files with widely different popularities (e.g., Web server

workloads exhibit highly skewed popularity towards a small

set of files.). Taking into account the skewed data popularity,

PDC dynamically migrates frequently accessed data to a subset

of disks in a disk array. However, the bandwidth of disks

limits the performance of PDC system. The reason is that PDC

moves popular data to one disk which means the workload

is extremely unbalanced. We observed from our experiments

that data migration overhead is non-negligible in a highly

dynamic I/O workloads [23] [18]. In addition, the popular

data disk has a strong likelihood to become I/O bottleneck.

ECOS attempts to balance I/O load by evenly distributing

popular data among multiple buffer disks. It is worth noting

that both MAID and PDC are focused on energy efficiency

issues in tightly-coupled parallel disks like disk arrays. Unlike

MIAD and PDC, ECOS is an energy-efficient cluster storage

system where I/O nodes are loosely connected to provide high

aggregate I/O bandwidth.
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Flash drives can be employed to buffer and cache popular

data for I/O nodes in clusters [12] [14]. Flash-drive-based

cluster storage systems are likely to be the most energy

efficient storage systems for cluster computing infrastructures

because flash drives have a very low power consumption

compared to hard drives. However, due to limited access times,

the reliability of flash drives will have to be addressed when

one integrates flash drives into cluster storage systems. A

recent study shows that intensive and dynamic accesses for

a long period of time can substantially shorten the lifetime of

a flash drive [19].

III. DESIGN AND IMPLIMENTATION OF ECOS

A cluster storage system is comprised of an array of I/O

nodes connected by a high-speed network. In recent years,

most research efforts on reducing energy consumption in

parallel disk systems. However, the issue of using buffer-disk

architectures to reduce energy consumption in cluster storage

systems has not investigated well. Our long-term goal is to

develop fundamental techniques to save energy of large-scale

cluster storage systems. The objective of this study, which is

paving a way towards that goal, is to design and implement

the ECOS system - an energy-efficient cluster storage system

in which disk request processing, data movement/placement

strategies, power management, and prefetching schemes are

holistically integrated to save energy. The rationale for this

study is that the development of ECOS will promote more

energy-efficient resource management techniques for storage

systems in general and cluster storage systems in particular. In

this section, we first detail design issues including the system

architecture and hardware configuration of the ECOS storage

system. Then, we describe various implementation issues in

ECOS.

The architecture of ECOS (see Fig. 1) is an extension of the

architecture of traditional cluster storage systems, where each

I/O node manages one local disk. Like the traditional cluster

storage systems, ECOS has large files striped across a number

of I/O nodes connected through a high-speed network. Since

each I/O node in ECOS contains a buffer disk and multiple

data disks, files might be distributed across a number of disks

within one I/O node. All the compute nodes in the system can

directly access I/O nodes through the nextwork.

Disk I/O parallelisms can be provided in forms of inter-

request and intra-request parallelism. Inter-request parallelism

allows multiple independent requests to be served simultane-

ously by multiple I/O nodes in ECOS, whereas intra-request

parallelism enables a single disk request to be processed by

multiple I/O nodes in parallel. A parallelism degree of a data

request is the number of I/O nodes to which the requested data

is striped. In the design of ECOS, we consider two different

configurations to deal with inter-request and intra-request I/O

parallelisms, respectively.

The first ECOS configuration - aiming to support inter-

request parallelisms - consists of four major components: a

RAM buffer residing in compute nodes, m buffer disks, n

data disks, and an energy-aware buffer-disk controller. The

Fig. 1. The architecture of ECOS - an energy efficient cluster storage system.
Each I/O node in ECOS contains a buffer disk and multiple data disks. Large
files are striped across a number of I/O nodes connected through a high-speed
network. Alternatively, large files might be distributed across a number of data
disks within one I/O node.

RAM buffer with a size ranging from several megabytes

to gigabytes is residing in the main memory. The buffer-

disk controller carefully coordinates disk request processing,

data movement/placement strategies, data striping, power man-

agement, and prefetching schemes. Please refer to the next

subsection for details of how the controller is developed. It

is to be noted that in most cases, the number of buffer disks

m is smaller than the number of data disks n, and values of

m and n are independent of one another for workloads with

inter-request parallelisms.

The second ECOS configuration is designed for disk work-

loads with intra-request parallelisms. This configuration is

similar to the previous one except that all the data disks in

ECOS are conceptually partitioned into k groups of parallel

disks each of which has m disk drives. Given m buffer disks,

the second configuration is capable of serving disk requests

with parallelism degrees as high as up to m.

There are two general ways of placing buffer disks. In the

first approach, each I/O node only contains a single buffer

disk serving all the other data disks within the I/O node.

Alternatively, all the buffer disks can be grouped and placed

into one or more I/O nodes. I/O nodes containing only buffer

disks are called buffer I/O nodes; I/O nodes equipped with

data disks are referred to as data I/O nodes. Comparing

these two approaches, we advocate for the first one and the

reason is two-fold. First, large popular files can be striped

across multiple buffer disks residing in multiple I/O nodes.

In doing so, any I/O node is most unlikely to become a

performance bottleneck. Second, a buffer disk within an I/O
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node can dedicate to data disks within the same I/O node,

eliminating unnecessary communications between the buffer

disk and data disks in other I/O nodes. Enforcing buffer disks

to serve data disks within the same I/O node can reduce

data transfers among I/O nodes through the network. As a

result, evenly placing buffer disks across all the I/O node

not only can achieve high aggregate I/O bandwidth, but also

can improve network performance by reducing network traffic.

Buffer Disk Controller. The buffer disk controller, a

centerpiece in the ECOS storage system, critically affects

the overall performance and energy efficiency of I/O nodes.

The buffer disk controller be designed and implemented to

achieve the following specific goals. First, the buffer disk

controller aims to minimize the number of active buffer disks

while maintaining reasonably quick response times for disk

requests. Second, the controller has to energy-efficiently deal

with read and write requests issued to I/O nodes. Third, the

controller must move data from buffer disks to home data

disks in an energy-efficient way. Fourth, the controller is

intended to incorporate an energy-aware prefetching strategy

to dynamically fetch the most popular data into buffer disks,

thereby allowing most data disks to be in the sleep mode to

save energy. Design issues of the energy-aware buffer disk

controller are discussed as follows.

Data Placement. Data placement, allocation of all popular

files into buffer disks, can significantly affect energy efficiency

and performance of ECOS. To fully exploit the capacity of

parallel I/O, researchers have extensively investigated data

placement algorithms for parallel disk systems. Conventional

wisdom in the design of data placement mechanisms is to

minimize a cost function while allocating data onto an array

of independent disks. Most cost functions were focused on

performance metrics (e.g., mean response time), ignoring

the issue of energy saving. It is appealing to design data

placement strategies to achieve high energy efficiency and

quick response times in the context of cluster storage systems.

Energy Consumption Model. An energy cosumption

model was implemented in ECOS to calculate energy

dissipation in I/O nodes. We chose to use a model rather than

an instrument to measure energy consumed by I/O nodes

because the model allows us to evaluate impacts of a wide

variety of disk drives on energy efficiency of ECOS.

For comparison purpose, we also implement an energy

consumption model for a cluster storage system without em-

ploying buffer disks in I/O nodes. Before presenting the energy

consumption models of the ECOS and non-ECOS systems, we

first summarize the notation in Table I.

Let ED
i and EB

j be the energy dissipation in the ith

data disk and jth buffer disk, respectively. The total energy

consumption EECOS of the ECOS system is the sum of energy

dissipation in n data disks and m buffer disks. Thus, the energy

consumption in ECOS can be expressed by Eq. (1).

TABLE I
NOTATION FOR MODELING ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN THE ECOS AND

NON-ECOS SYSTEMS

Notation Definition

n Number of data disks
m Number of buffer disks

EECOS Total energy consumption of ECOS

ED
i Energy consumption of data disk i

EB
j Energy consumption of buffer disk j

αD,i Energy penalty of spinning up data disk i
βD,i Energy penalty of spinning down data disk i

αB,i Energy penalty of spinning up data disk i
βB,i Energy penalty of spinning down data disk i

Enon−ECOS Total energy consumption of non-ECOS

PA
D,i

Active power of data disk i

PS
D,i

Standby power of data disk i

PA
B,j

Active power of buffer disk j

PS
B,i

Standby power of buffer disk i

TA
D,i

Active time of data disk i

TS
D,i

Standby time of data disk i

TA
B,j

Active time of buffer disk j

TS
B,j

Standby time of buffer disk j

N
up
D,i

Number of spin-ups of data disk i

Ndown
D,i

Number of spin-downs of data disk i

N
up
B,i

Number of spin-ups of buffer disk i

Ndown
B,i

Number of spin-downs buffer disk i

R energy conservation Rate

EECOS =

n∑

i=1

ED
i +

m∑

j=1

EB
j (1)

The energy consumption ED
i of data disk i in the ECOS

system is the summation of the energy incurred by the data

disk when it is in the active, idle, standby, and transition states.

Thus, ED
i can be calculated by Eq. (2)).

ED
i = PA

D,iT
A
D,i + PI

D,iT
I
D,i + PS

D,iT
S
D,i +

+ N
up
D,iαD,i + Ndown

D,i βD,i (2)

where PA
D,i, P I

D,i, and PS
D,i are the power of data disk i when

the disk is in the active, idle, and standby mode; TA
D,i, T I

D,i,

and TS
D,i are time intervals when the disk is in the three power

states, NupD,i and NdownD,i are the numbers of spin-ups and

spin-downs; and αD,i and βD,i are the energy penalty of spin-

ups/downs. We observed that active power and idle power of

many hard drives are very close and; therefore, we can simply

the above equation by assuming that active power and idle

power are identical (i.e., PA
D,i = P I

D,i. Thus, Eq. (2)) can be

simplied as Eq. (3):

ED
i = PA

D,iT
A
D,i + PS

D,iT
S
D,i + N

up
D,iαD,i + Ndown

D,i βD,i (3)

Energy dissipation EB
j of buffer disk j in ECOS can be

derived in the same means as that of data disks. Hence, EB
j

in Eq. (1) can be written as:
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EB
i = PA

B,iT
A
B,i + PI

B,iT
I
B,i + PS

B,iT
S
B,i +

+ N
up
B,iαB,i + Ndown

B,i βB,i (4)

Under relatively high I/O workloads, it is unlikely to spin

down any buffer disks. As a results, buffer disks are not placed

into standby; all the buffer disks are kept in the active mode.

The numbers of buffer disk spin-ups/downs are zero; there is

no power penalty of spin-ups/downs. Consequently, the Eq. 5

can be simply as:

EB,j = PA
B,jTA

B,j (5)

Now we are positioned to consider the energy consump-

tion of a non-ECOS system. To make fair and conservation

comparisons, we model a non-ECOS systems with n data

disks. In other words, we remove m buffer disks from the

ECOS system in order to turn the cluster storage system into

a non-ECOS system. Let Ei denote the energy consumption

of the ith disk in non-ECOS. Then, Ei can be derived from

the energy incurred by the disk when it is in the active, idle,

standby, and transition states. In case where the active power

and idle power are very close, we can express the total energy

consumption of the non-ECOS system using Eq. (6)

Enon−ECOS =
n∑

i=1

Ei

=

n∑

i=1

(PA
i TA

i + PI
i TI

i + PS
i TS

i + N
up
i αi + Ndown

i βi)

≈

n∑

i=1

(PA
i TA

i + PS
i TS

i + N
up
i αi + Ndown

i βi) (6)

where PA
i , P I

i , and PS
i are the power of disk i when the disk

is in the active, idle, and standby mode; TA
i , T I

i , and TS
i are

time intervals when the disk is in the three power states, Nupi

and Ndowni are the numbers of spin-ups and spin-downs; and

αi and βi are the energy penalty of spin-ups/downs.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we first describe a way of setting up a

cluster as a testbed. Second, the experimental results are

comprehensively analyzed.

A. Experiment Details

In the implemention of ECOS, each I/O node consists of

three local disks including one buffer disk and two data disks.

Buffer disks under relatively high I/O workloads are never

spinned down; as a result, idle buffer disks can serve any

incoming disk request immediately without paying spin-up

penalty. To reduce network traffic incurred by communications

among I/O nodes, we implemented the request processing

module to ensure that a buffer disk within an I/O node gives

high priorty to data disks within the same I/O node. By default,

disk requests are redirected from a data disk to a buffer

disk within the same I/O node. If one I/O node is heavily

loaded while another one has high I/O load, requests might

be redirected from the data disks in the heavily loaded node

to the buffer disk in the lightly loaded one.

We developed a micro-benchmark running on a compute

node. The micro-benchmark randomly issues disk requests

based on the Poisson process. To reflect real-world I/O access

patterns, we intentionally inserted idle periods between two

consective request groups sent to I/O nodes in ECOS. In doing

so, the micro-benchmark can issue a large number of disk

requests representing I/O burstiness. It is observed that idle

periods significantly affect energy efficiency of ECOS.

There is an important parameter referred to as Sum of

Requests in Buffer or SRB, which affects the energy efficiency

of ECOS. Hence, in our experiments, we focus on the impacts

of SRB on the energy efficiency of the ECOS systems.

In addition to energy efficiency, energy conservation rate

defined by Eq. (7) is used as a metric to quantitatively compare

ECOS with non-ECOS.

R = (1 −
EECOS

EnonECOS

)×100% (7)

Table II summarizes the disk configuration of the tested

cluster.

TABLE II
DISKS CONFIGURATION

Disk Category I/O Node 1

Buffer Disk Maxtor DiamondMax Plus 9 80GB
Data Disk 1 WesternDigital 400 20GB
Data Disk 2 WeaternDigital 400 20GB

Disk Category I/O Node 2

Buffer Disk Seagate Barracuda 7200.7 80GB
Data Disk 1 WesternDigital 400 20GB
Data Disk 2 Maxtor D740X-6L 20GB

B. Performance Evaluation

In this subsection, let us present energy dissipation and

energy conservation rate of ECOS. We first evalute the impacts

of the SRB value and idle gap on energy conservation rate.

In this experiment, SRB is decrease from 400 down to 25;

the idle gap is varied from 50 to 300 Sec. Results plotted in

Fig. 2 reveals that when I/O workloads are low, ECOS can

significantly improve energy efficiency over non-ECOS. For

example, ECOS conserves energy by up to more than 20%

when the idle gap between two consective request groups is

300 or 200 Sec.

Recall that each I/O node in ECOS contains one buffer

disk and two data disks. To make fair comparisons between

ECOS and non-ECOS, we implemented a timeout policy in

non-ECOS to place a disk into the standby mode if the disk

has been sitting idle for a period of time (e.g., 20 Seconds).

Compared with I/O nodes in non-ECOS, each I/O node in

ECOS contains an extra buffer disk. Although adding a buffer

disk in each I/O node seemingly imposes negative impact on

energy efficiency, the results show that extra buffer disks can

save a significant amount of energy. We contribute this trend
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to the fact that energy saved by the buffer disks is larger than

the energy overhead introduced by the extra buffer disks. In

constrast to light I/O workloads, an extremely high I/O load

can prevent ECOS from producing energy savings. High I/O

workloads eliminate long idle periods in both buffer and data

disks, thereby reducing the number of opportunities for data

disks to be placed in the standby mode.

It is intriguing to observe from Fig. 2 that when the idle

gap is as short as 50 Sec., the energy conservation rate

becomes even negative, meaning that ECOS consumes more

energy than non-ECOS. Recall that if the number of bufferred

requests targeting at the same data disk equal to SRB, then

the corresponding data disk must spin-up so that the bufferred

data can be moved back to this data disk. The data disk

is spun down to the standby mode under the following two

conditions. (1) No read request is retriving data from the data

disk; and (2) no write requests are currently being handled by

the disk. The larger the SRB value, the more energy can be

conserved in ECOS. However, I/O access patterns can greatly

affect the energy conservation rate. The best time to transfer

data between a buffer disk and data disks within an I/O node is

at the time when the node is idle. ECOS forces buffer disks to

copy data back to data disks when the SRB requirements are

satisfied. Fig. 2 confirms that high frequency of data movement

during I/O burstiness can reduce conservation rate.

It is worth noting that we implemented ECOS on a het-

erogenous cluster storage system, where the hard drives in the

tested I/O nodes are not identical. As such, the goal of the

second experiment is two-fold. First, we intend to show our

approach can achieve high energy efficient for both homoge-

neous and heterogeneous cluster storage systems. Second, we

plan to observe how overall system energy saving is affected

by energy conservation provided in each I/O node. In what

follows, we plot eight figures showing the energy consumption

and energy conservation rate of the two individual I/O nodes

in ECOS. Please note that the hard drives in I/O node 2 are
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Fig. 3. Energy Consumption in I/O Nodes, idle time gap is 50s
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Fig. 4. Energy Conservation Rate in I/O Nodes, idle time gap is 50s

more power consuming and faster than those in I/O node 1.

Results depicted in Figs. 3-8 show although energy efficiency

of the two I/O nodes are different, the energy-efficiency trends

of the two nodes are quite similar.

Fig. 3 shows that the energy dissipation in I/O node 1 is

larger than that of I/O node 2. The buffer disk in node 2

saves more energy than the buffer disk in node 1, because

of the following four reasons. First, the workload is high due

to a small value of idle gap (i.e., 50 Seconds). Second, the

performance of the buffer disk in node 2 is higher than that

of the buffer disk in node 1. Third, compared with node 1,

node 2 can quickly move data back to the home data disks.

This trend is more pronounced under high I/O workloads with

enormous I/O burstiness. Last, data disks in node 1 are more

likely to stay in the active state due to the slow process of

moving data back to the home disks. Fig. 4 shows the energy
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Fig. 6. Energy Conservation Rate in I/O Nodes, idle time gap is 100s

consumption rate of I/O node 2 is higher than that of I/O node

1. This is mainly because time spent in moving data from a

buffer disk to data disks in node 2 is shorter than that spent in

moving data in node 1. The implication behind this result is

that fast data movement between a buffer disk and data disks

can help in achieving high energy efficiency.

Figs. 5 and 6 plot energy consumption and energy con-

servation rate of the two I/O nodes. We observe from Figs.

5 and 6 that for a medium workload (e.g., idle gap is set

to 100 Seconds), there is a low probability of transferring

data between buffer and data disks during I/O burstiness.

Therefore, the discrepancy between the data movement times

of the two I/O nodes starts diminishing with decreasing I/O

workload. Unlike high I/O load that makes node 2 more energy

efficient than node 1, medium I/O allows node 1 exhibit more

energy-efficient than node 2 (see Fig. 5). Furthermore, Fig. 5
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Fig. 7. Energy Consumption in I/O Nodes, idle time gap is 200s
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indicates that node 1 is more sensitive to SRB than node 2;

the sensitivity can be analyzed as follows. First, decreasing the

SRB value increases the frequency of data movement between

buffer disks and their corresponding data disks. Second, the

high data movement frequency leads to a high probability of

transferring data back and forth between a buffer disk and data

disks during I/O burstiness.

When the idle gap increases to 200 Seconds, a small SRB

does not significantly affect the energy consumption in both

I/O nodes. Fig. 7 illustrates that energy consumption slowly

increases when SRB decreases. Fig. 8 shows that under con-

dition that SRB is 400 or 200, the data movement operations

tend to occur within an idle gap between two consecutive

request groups. This result indicates that to deliver the high

performance, the data movement mechaism must be actuated

at the time between two consecutive I/O burstiness.
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V. CONCLUSION

Cluster storage systems are cost-effective building blocks

for many high-end computing infrastructures. Optimizing en-

ergy efficiency of cluster storage systems remains an open

issue. In this reserach, we designed and implemented an

energy-efficient cluster storage system called ECOS. Each I/O

node in ECOS controls multiple disks - one buffer disk and

several data disks. The key idea behind ECOS is to redirect

disk requests from data disks to the buffer disks. To improve

I/O performance of buffer disks, ECOS attempts to balance

I/O load among all I/O nodes in the cluster storage system.

Redirecting requests is a driving force of energy saving and

the reason is two-fold. First, ECOS makes an effort to keep

buffer disks active while placing data disks into standby in a

long time period to conserve energy. Second, ECOS reduces

the number of disk spin downs/ups in I/O nodes.

Results show that ECOS improves energy efficiency of

traditional cluster storage systems without using buffer disks.

Interestingly, our results indicate that ECOS equipped with

extra buffer disks is more energy efficient than the same cluster

storage system without the buffer disks. Using existing data

disks in I/O nodes to perform as buffer disks can achieve even

higher energy efficiency.
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